Steam Day Run
More photos on page 6

73 Dinger
Belle’s First
Road Trip
By Christie Edinger
n the early hours of Saturday,
March 9 a 16’ trailer loaded with
Dinger Belle, aka engine 73, three passenger cars, a caboose and Southern
Pacific engine 2232 left LALS and
headed east to Arizona. Engineer of the
entire consist was Ray Burden who
piloted the powerful Ram 2500. First
stop was Yuma Territory Live Steamers
for their Spring Meet.
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Public Service
March
31

Public Rides

April
7, 14 Public Rides
21
EASTER Public Rides;
Disney Barn Open/Steam
Plant Operating
28
Public Rides

Heavy rain required the Museum to clear
away mudslides and rock falls on the
Mountain Division. Above, Ross Harper,
Bill Walker, Joe Clow, and Steve Rodstein
tackle the slide. (Glen Manchester photo)

Public Runs On Only One
Sunday in February

F

ebruary rains allowed the Club to
have public rides on only one day in
February, the 24th— a unprecedented
event.
February also set a low temperature
record: for the first time since weather
data has been collected, the temperature
did not get to 70° on any February day
in Los Angeles.

Trip Photos page 4
Yuma Territory Live Steamers
YTLS is a relatively new club started just 10 years ago by Leonard Houpt
who many of us know from Train
Mountain. They have a small membership, but most are very active, so they
have accomplished a lot.
Their latest addition is a doubletrack bridge with a canyon below. The
usual route picks up passengers at the
picnic area, makes a wide loop which
(Continued on page 4)
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T

he LALS Board of Directors met at
7 pm March 4, 2019 with seven
directors and 27 members present. Ted
opened the meeting with some reports:
1. Mountain Division. Will remain
closed until after the rains stop.
2. Smith Valley Line. Is usable, but
take it slow. Some have derailed.
3. Ghost Train Survey. Will continue
to accept responses until March 15.
4. Steam Day Run:. Guests staying
through Sunday can run their equipment
if they follow public run rules .
5. Spring Meet: May 24 to 27. We will
be closed to the public on May 26.
6. Fall Meet: September 6, 7 and 8.
We will run public trains on Sunday.
Party request: Jay Hawver, Saturday, June 8, 11 am to 2 pm, approved
and added to calendar.
Membership Report. Nick Suncin,
filling in for Wayne Crabb, introduced
returning member, Nico Amato, who
had been a junior member from 2009 to
2015. He grew up at the Club and wants
to give back, especially in the steam
program and with the younger generations. He is the chief technical officer at
an aerospace firm. James Dubensky was
granted a probation extension because
of absences due to his schedule as a TV
producer.
Superintendent Report. Jeremy Steinert was absent, so Ted and other Board
members filled in with updates. (1) A
bulletin board with a projects list can be
set up in the planter of the UP caboose
in Goudie Pavilion, (2) Plastic storage
coffee cupboard: can we replace it with
a low cabinet to reduce clutter in this
area? (3) Sump pump and wigwag signal: a new concrete vault has been constructed to house a new sump pump. A
new electric conduit feed has been connected to the signal through a sealed
electrical box. Bill Schirmer thanked
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Tim and everyone who worked on this project.
Safety Coordinator Report. Jim Cammarata introduced a discussion about the
Smith Valley Line and derailments, as well
as how to determine the safety of the track
before public runs on Sundays. Doug said
he or other experienced track crew are often
at the Club Saturday and can check problem
areas and inform us of any safety concerns.
Otherwise, on Sundays prior to opening the
gates, a four-person team can go out on a
train with riding cars (engineer, conductor,
safety coordinator and a Board member or
member) and test the entire track. This crew
should discuss the state of the track, with
the Safety Coordinator making any final
determinations.
Also if a train derails twice, it should
be taken offline and replaced with a different engine. Miles reminded us that every
new train consist entering the Station must
be properly hooked up, with working
brakes, and fully fueled or powered. Every
train should make its own safety run prior
to going online. Every piece of equipment
going out on or during public runs must be
Level 1 certified.
Projects Update
(1) Electric Drop. Ken Schaffer finished last week. Tim will let DWP know we
are ready for them. (2) OBM Bridge. Drew
reported we accepted bid from CL Coating,
and work should begin in the next couple of
weeks. Plate bridges are in process with
powder coater. All the welding (strap steel
supports) has been done. (3) Lamps on
pathway. FCR submitted last week; three
9’ tall lampposts, plus a 3-4” above grade
footing. Board voted in favor.
Proposals by Drew LaGaly:
A. Other lighting on campus:
(1) Tall light at Eppich tunnel, shoebox
lights, dimmable.
(2) Six wall packs lights for Richardson parallel steaming bays.
(3) Four shoebox lights for Sutchville
parking lot.
(4) Five floodlights for Phil West Barn.
Board voted in favor.
B. Light tower in Sutchville parking lot is
recommended to be moved to the circular
steaming bays. Install four lights on top,
pour a concrete base, and remove old pole.
Board voted in favor.

C. Duplicate the iconic light tower
about 75% of the height and install
where the one-inch barns are being situated. Tabled until next meeting.
D. Retaining Wall in East Meadow.
We found concrete interlocking blocks,
30” x 30” x 5’ (2,000 pounds) but they
are too heavy for the forklift. Drew will
research smaller blocks (perhaps 24” x
24” x 5’) and other suppliers. Greg
McMurry recommended we not set up
the block wall until we can get electrical
lines through there.
FCR’s (1) Rob Nuccio’s Engine House
FCR was submitted. No cost to the Club;
unanimous vote in favor. (2) Ted’s
drawbridge is on schedule.
Phil West Barn Clean-up. Jay Hawver
reported. Michael, Alex and Jay moved
equipment around to open up track that
can be leased to members.
There is still a lot of equipment that
has been left behind; some is usable,
some not. Debris has been reduced, but
not completely. We took photos of
equipment and belongings and need
members’ help with identifying so we
can contact the owners.
Photos will be posted on Club bulletin boards and in a Constant Contact
email. Some members have equipment
on track that is not leased or subleased;
please either move it or make arrangements to lease. Deadline is August 30
(later amended to June 30).
Richardson and Alkire Sheds: There’s
a leak in Richardson Shed; some flooding in equipment below. Non-railroad
equipment and flammable materials
need to be moved out: 30 day deadline.
Deadline for equipment removal is August 30.

Meet our Newest
Probationary
Member
Nico Amato is a
returning member.
He had been a
junior member
from 2009 to
2015. He is the
chief technical
officer at an aerospace firm.
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Hello Train-Fans!
am writing after Day 2 of the Steam
Only Meet, and I am impressed.
Comradery and trains make LALSRM
special, and there were plenty of both.
Members and locomotives from Riverside Live Steamers visited on Friday.
Iconic members including Jim Kreider,
Jack Bodenmann, Dan O’Brien and Cary
Stewart attended both days.
Anthony Duarte from Portola Valley Live Steamers attended all three days
and displayed his stunning USRA Mikado chassis machined out in 17 days. It
appears the future will prove Anthony a
prominent vender for our hobby. Dozens
of locomotives in 1-inch, 1 ½-inch, 2 ½inch and 3 ½-inch scales were running.
Nick Suncin brought his collection
of stationary model steam engines. I am
impressed by the several attendees that
shared their locomotives with other attendees and taught others how to engineer. It is obvious that all railroaders
came because they love steam locomotives and they want to share their passion. We were all having a good time!
Moving forward we are approaching the “Grand Daddy of Them All”, the
LALSRM Spring Meet. Martha
Figueroa oversees the effort once again.
We are hoping to add some new “snap”
to the long weekend.
The radical clean-up of the facility
and development of the East Meadow
Campground are a start. Our shining
restored O’Brien-Moore Bridge and
others will be in place. All trackage from
Gauge-1 to 7 ½ inch gauge should be
operational. We anticipate a new Gauge1 drawbridge. And the Saturday Night
Party will be the usual bash. Invite your
friends that love trains, fabrication and/
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pring is here!
The grass is green, the sun is shining,
and steam engines are firing up! As the
weather warms up, we've been working
hard to clean up the Club as well as prepare for visiting engineers for Steam Only
Days. Steve Rodstein and Ross Harper led
a crew to remove the erosion on the Mountain Division and reopen the line. They
moved over 50 tractor scoop loads of dirt
and rock!
Alex O’Donnell, Zak and Dave Holman fixed up some bad track in Smith Valley and the Mountain Division. The LALS
signals crew (Charles Rhoades, Stevo
or mechanics! We want to show our hospitality.
On the serious side, the Phil West
Barn clean-up is in aggressive mode. All
track should be occupied by locomotives
and rolling stock only! Temporary
unique exceptions will be considered by
the Board provided the track renters
make an overt appeal. Otherwise nonrolling stock present after April 15, 2019
will be disposed of by the Board.
There are several pieces of railroad
equipment in the Phil West Barn with
unidentified owners paying no rent. We
are making considerable effort to find
those owners so their equipment can be
removed and other members can rent the
track. Pictures of this equipment have
been posted on Club bulletin boards and
in email blasts. Unclaimed equipment
will be considered the property of the
Board and disposed of by June 30.
And that’s the way it is. The Steam
Only Meet is not yet over, and I have a
Heisler to run. So, I’ll see you at the
rails.
EdwardBMerchant@gmail.com.
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Brock, Steve Sauber, Wayne Crabb, Scott
Hogland, and I) fixed a number of electrical issues, as well as installed temporary
conduit at Nelson Summit and reactivated
the signals there. Jim DeBiasio and Mark
Vreeken led another team that cleaned up
leaves as well as mucked out ash pits.
Work on the bridges has been coming
along well! Andrew and Tim LaGaly with
the assistance of Levi have been taking
bridge sections offsite for powder coating.
Additionally, they took down the light
tower in the Sutchville parking lot and had
that powder coated as well.
These members, Les Kovacs and
Bill Schirmer widened the cement path
near the Disney combine car, as well as
laid the foundation for the new one inch
barn. This new barn is already nearing
completion! John DePhillip Jr., Doug
Young, Miles Kristman, and others have
been rebuilding rack panels for the bridges
in preparation for the future.
So much has been going on the last
month it's hard to keep track of it all! This
is not even including the members that
have been showing up throughout the week
just to rake leaves. The Club is looking so
shiny and new, even the dirt looks polished! Keep up the amazing work, everyone!
See you on the rails!

O’Brien-Moore
Bridge Progress

A

s of March 15, CL Coatings, Inc.
has signed our contract and we are
in discussion about a start date and project scheduling. Five of the 10 plate
bridges are back from the powder coater
and waiting to be reinstalled. Of those
five, one is the Pea Canyon bridge that
is set to be reinstalled March 29. The
main section of the O’Brien-Moore
Bridge is just about prepared for CL
Coatings.
The work remaining consists of removing the 2’’ x 6’’ stringers that run parallel to the track providing a walkway on
the bridge, as well as enlarging the weep
holes that already exist to provide better
drainage where water gets trapped. We
are progressing nicely on this project
despite the setback of the rains. We are
looking forward to setting the Pea Canyon Bridge and getting one aspect of the
project completed.
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Engine 73’s First Road Trip
(Continued from page 1)

eventually crosses the bridge, then loops to the canyon and goes beneath
the bridge.
The final loop goes back to the outer loop, and with one switch puts
you back at the picnic area. We spent most of Saturday unloading and
getting set up for the Sunday Run. Dinger Belle participated in the Sunday
public run with Carlos Santos as our guide and conductor. Their passengers loved the train and were so appreciative. By the time we finished
loading up our equipment it was cold and dark. By the way, YTLS will
soon be building a station for their public rides.
Maricopa Live Steamers
The next stop was Maricopa Live Steamers in Arizona. Because of
rain, we waited until Tuesday to unload.
We unloaded just Engine 73 and two bench cars on the transfer table,
which they let me run. That transfer table is huge and even has a drivers seat! Maricopa’s storage area is so large it has three transfer tables
along the long rows of containers.
Rain and Wind
By the time we got the train together and moved to the yard, the
rain resumed with full force. Somehow we got the tarps over it all and
clamped down. When we returned in the morning the rain had stopped.
but was replaced by 20-30 mph winds! The wind and all that desert
pollen does not play well with allergies! We ventured out for a ride after lunch and didn’t have any problem finding passengers. In spite of
the nasty weather there were quite a few trains out, and of course we
were all photographing each other!
As we pulled back into the yard an official waving a tag chased us
down. He said we needed a boiler inspection! Ray almost fell off the
train laughing and then we all started laughing. Ray said
to the gentleman, “It’s electric powered”. It was soon time
to pack up, and as usual we loaded up in the dark. By the
time we got everything loaded and had dinner it was very
late. We arrived back in Burbank at 5 am. I hope we can
go back to Maricopa in the fall, or at least when it’s drier
and less windy!

Above: Maricopa switching
system monitor in clubhouse.
It was late Tuesday night and
pouring rain so nobody was
out running. Above Right:
New YTLS bridge. Right:
Dinger Belle giving rides to
public passengers at YTLS.
(Photos by Christie Edinger
and Ray Burden)

▲ This is the main station where they load for public
rides at Maricopa. The cabinet on the left opens up to
display souvenirs like t-shirts, hats and home made
teddy bears in train attire. ▼ The Maricopa transfer
table.
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Kheen Light Tower Relocated

O

n March 9, the iconic light tower was removed from its longtime location next to the electrical drop in Sutchville parking
lot and began its journey to its new home. The light tower was
loaded on Tim’s trailer and went to their shop to be prepared to go
to the sandblaster and powder coater.
On March 16, Tim, Les, Levi, and Drew poured a new base for
the light tower in its new location between the circular steaming
bays. The team then removed the existing light pole and transported it to west end to be reinstalled with a new LED light fixture.
The light tower is expected to be
placed in its new location on Friday,
March 29..
(Photos: Gary Baker, Diana and Glen
Manchester, and Drew LaGaly )
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Steam Day Run

◄ Andrew LaGaly and Garibalde Figueroa.
▲ Riverside Live Steam member with his steamer.
▼ Members firing up Jack Sessums’ loco on
March 9. ◄ ▼ Nick Guzman running Bruce
Ward’s Lion All photos on this page: Diana
Manchester)

East Meadow Goes to Seed
O

n Tuesday March 19, the
East Meadow of
LALSRM was graded and grass
seed planted. There should be
no walking or activity in this
area until the grass has taken
hold: about five to six weeks.
We ask that there be absolutely
no parking, driving, or vehicular activity here until after the
Spring Meet.
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One Inch Barn
Takes Shape
By Drew LaGaly and Alex O’Donnell
onstruction is well underway of the new
1” scale storage barn, which will have
vast capacity improvements and amenities. It
is located east of the Gauge-1 layout. After
receiving notice to proceed, the old rotting
barn constructed in 2010 by Eagle Scouts was
demolished on February 24 by a wrecking
crew consisting of Alex O'Donnell, Michael
Mahan and Sean Donaldson.
Construction started March 8. Tim, Les,
Bill, Levi, and Drew worked at the LaGalys’
shop to prefabricate the walls, strap steel for track,
and 2’’ x 3’’ steel tubing for second floor supports.
The next day we finished up at the shop and packaged the walls for transportation. The Gradall hoisted the “wall packages” over the fence from Zoo
Drive to the one-inch barn location, then erected
them on the cement slab.
On March 15 the crew met at the Club to continue. The walls were squared up and anchored to the
slab. We screwed strap steel to the cement to form
“rails” for the 1’’ equipment (same practice as in
Phil West). The steel tubing was then shoved lengthwise through all the walls to create support for the
second floor and screwed to the studs. Plywood was
laid and rails affixed as before for the second floor.
Roof rafters were installed, followed by sheeting the
roof with plywood.
The next day the roof sheeting was nailed down,
and on March 21 fascia board was installed and
measurements taken for steel frames for doors.
The immediate goal is to get the storage usable,
dry, and secure. This includes doors as well as a metal roof. Still to be done is installing the electrical,
and applying exterior finishes and miniature detailing. The project will be finished in September.
Members interested in storing small scale equipment in the barn should contact small scales shedmaster Alex O’Donnell for details and track allocation. Those that have already contacted him are on
the list.

C
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Sunday Extra board
February 2019

February Ridership

Jeremy Steinert, General Superintendent

February 3

Alex O’Donnell
Andrew Chaves
Andrew LaGaly
Bill Schirmer
Charles Rhoades
Dave Holman
Zak Holman
Diana Manchester
Don Kallgren
Doug Young
Frances Barnes
Michael Murphy
Glen Manchester
Jack Streit
Jay Hawver
Jeremy Steinert
Jim Baker
Jim DeBiasio
John DePhillip Jr.
John Garcia

February 10 Rain February 24 731

Joseph Clow
Larry Tighe
Lisa Lipton
Les Kovacs
Mark Vreeken
Mel Bresee
Michael Mahan
Miles Kristman
Nick Suncin
Nick Guzman
Roderick Fritz
Ross Harper
Scott Hoagland
Steve Sauber
Steve Rodstein
Stevo Brock
Ted Merchant
Tim LaGaly
Wayne Crabb

New Conductor
Course April 7

T

he next Conductor Course will be
offered on Sunday, April 7 at 10:30
am. This course is for new Conductors
or anyone who would like a refresher
course. Please bring a radio that can be
tuned to the Club channel 8.2.
We will meet in the Kountry Kitchen.
Please bring a radio set to 8.2 and a
whistle with a pea in it. (The Station has
whistles, if needed, for no charge).
Please contact Fred Lack to make an
appointment, or if you have any
questions: atlantis90230@yahoo.com,
cell: (310) 213-0722.

63 Cars Recertified—
Thanks for your help.
Thank you everyone who helped on Saturday January 26, 2019 in recertifying
the Level 1 riding cars. We recertified a
total of 55 club cars and 11 personal cars
for a grand total of 63 cars. Special
thanks to Dave Clark, Larry Sack, Miles
Kristman, Joe Clow, Doug Young, Bill
Walker and anyone I missed.
—James Cammarata

Rain February 17 Rain

Total February 2019 — 731
Total YTD 2019 — 3,310
Total YTD 2018 — 6,110

Station Masters
Robert Guzman, Jim DeBiasio,
Gail Woodward, Don Donaldson,
Mel Bresee

Safety Coordinators
Jim Cammarata

Souvenirs and Tickets
Brenda Garcia, Larry Mitchell,
Larry Tighe

Engineers and Conductors
Francis Barnes
Ron Nelson
Darrell Payne
Bob Crone

Los Angeles
Live Steamers
Railroad Museum
In Griffith Park
Mailing Address—PO Box 2156,
Toluca Lake, CA 91610
Phone (323) 661-8958

2019 Officers
and Directors
President
Ted Merchant
Vice President Bill Schirmer
Secretary
Diana Manchester
Treasurer
Tim LaGaly
Directors
Wayne Crabb
Diana Manchester
Gary Baker
Ted Merchant
Andrew LaGaly Bill Schirmer
Tim LaGaly
Doug Young

Electrical Service Has
Passed Inspection
As of Saturday March 16, our new
electrical service has passed inspection
and is waiting for DWP to come hook it
up. DWP’s estimate on the starting date
for the project is in the next three
months.

Member
Schedule
March
22, 23 Steam Day Run
31 Public Rides

April
1

The Engine Booster is the monthly
publication of the Los Angeles Live
Steamers Railroad Museum, a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
© LALSRM.
Editor — Peter Fuad
Associate Editors—
Diana Manchester, Christie Edinger,
Alex O’Donnell, Drew Legaly
The right is reserved to edit all copy.

Joseph Clow
Don Donaldson
Bear Mustoe

1
7
14
20
21
28
30

Annual dues past due; $25
extra if dues received on or
after this date
BOD Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Public Rides
Public Rides
Work Day/Member Meeting
EASTER Public Rides; Disney
Barn Open/Steam Plant
Operating
Rail and Road Event; Public
Rides
Shed Credit Earning period
ends

